









Against Raunchy Women’s Art
Cynthia Freeland   6613 words
Art history includes numerous depictions of naked women by heterosexual male artists in works primarily aimed at male viewers. This point has been well-demonstrated by feminist art historians and critics (Nochlin, Berger). The availability of women for purposes of sexual arousal is emphasized in the common odalisque form of the nude. Naked women appear in art as rape victims who appear to be enjoying the experience, as mere orifices, members of exoticized harems, or as only minimally active. The practice of depicting women as sexual objects in art has continued into the modern period. Leo Steinberg describes Picasso, for example, as aiming to possess things, including women, through painting them (Steinberg 174, 411). Much the same point has been made for other modern artists, including Renoir, Bonnard, Matisse, Lucien Freud, etc. Carol Duncan has criticized Willem de Kooning for the variant forms of objectification enacted in his depictions of women as the castrating mother or bitch (Duncan).   
Contemporary artist John Currin points to this typical mode of depiction of women in art in defending his own paintings, which have often depicted women with exaggerated, balloon-like breasts. He says,“Painting has always been essentially about women, about looking at things in the same way that a straight man looks at a woman” (Currin, quoted in Tompkins).  So perhaps art history should be viewed as just another branch of pornography in which women are presented as sexual objects (with a few prominent exceptions, like the Madonna and Christian saints). Linda Nochlin seems to concur, saying, “Certain conventions of eroticism are so deeply ingrained that one scarcely bothers to think of them: one is that the very term ‘erotic art’ is understood to imply the specification ‘erotic-for-men’” (Nochlin 136-7).
Critics would indeed assert that art is closely linked to pornographic treatments of women as erotic or sexual objects, just one more part of the broader social history of sexual objectification. Like pornographic materials, artistic representations are problematic because of their tendency to depict naked women as enticing and available sexual objects. This attitude has spurred the activism of feminist art critics and group like the Guerrilla Girls, who have created humorous posters targeting sexual and racial inequalities in the art world. One of their best-known works appeared as posters and on a billboard. It showed a naked odalisque wearing a gorilla head that asked, “Do women have to be naked to get into the Met museum?” (Guerrilla Girls).
Surely feminist depictions of women in art by women should seek to avoid this problem of sexual objectification. But unfortunately, many such depictions appear to repeat it. I have in mind here even work by artists typically regarded as important feminists, such as Carolee Schneeman, Judy Chicago, and Cindy Sherman. The problem of sexual objectification is exacerbated by more recent work depicting nude women by artists like Lisa Yuskavage and Jenny Saville. How much more art is needed that asserts that women have sexual parts different from men’s (e.g., Chicago’s vagina-imaged plates in The Dinner Party), or that they are commonly regarded as sex objects (Sherman)?  Much of the imagery in women’s art of this sort has become downright “raunchy”—cheap, trite, vulgar, and degrading—a point particularly evident in the paintings of Lisa Yuskavage. This “bad girl” artist (to use critic Roberta Smith’s label, Smith ) self-consciously draws on pornographic icons to create works that depict “anatomically impossible bimbos, nymphets and other female travesties with hyper-charged libidos and the self-esteem of cat litter” (Schjeldahl). My thesis here is that we do not need or want any more raunchy women’s art. Such work is banal and it perpetuates problems of objectification by recyling imagery that shows women as exaggeratedly sexy or deformed and frightening.   
Chicago’s work The Dinner Party, with its vagina-flower ceramic plates, has already spurred much discussion, and I do not plan to rehearse this literature here. Suffice it to say that in its use of the motif of the creative vagina, it occupies one of two main positions in early (1970s and 1980s) feminist approaches to depicting the female body, as outlined by Eleanor Heartney (Heartney 2003). Heartney usefully divides feminist artists and critics from this period into essentialists vs. deconstructionists. The former “encouraged celebration of female sexuality through positive images of the female body created by female artists”, whereas the latter “believed that the naked female body is inevitably subject to the ‘male gaze’ and thus plays into the culture’s objectification of women” (11). Chicago belongs to the former category and so, I suspect, do other artists whom I would classify as “raunchy”. But my criticism should not be taken as an indication that I am more in sympathy with the deconsctructionist in this debate. I do not support such a position, as I will explain further below.
 To ground my complaints, in this article I will provide an analytical framework drawn from feminist accounts of sexual objectification and the harms of pornography. In particular I will use the discussion of objectification by philosopher Martha Nussbaum (Nussbaum), as well as A.W. Eaton’s excellent recent article in Ethics, “A Sensible Anti-Porn Feminism” (Eaton).
What is sexual objectification, exactly, and what is wrong with it? Can it be avoided, or should women artists simply refrain from depicting any nude females? I do not wish to be understood to be asserting that there should be no women’s art depicting nudes or representing female eroticism. So in my final section I will illustrate examples of non-raunchy work by several artists: Eija-Liisa Ahtila Kiki Smith, and Marlene Dumas.

Objectification: What it is, and what’s wrong with it
One well-known account of objectification comes from feminist legal theorist Catharine MacKinnon, who says that “to be sexually objectified means having a social meaning imposed on your being that defines you to be sexually used, according to your desired uses, and then using you that way” (MacKinnon 1987, 78). What is wrong with objectification is that it promotes the use of human beings, who are subjects (or, as Kant would say, ends-in-themselves) as mere means or tools, as pure sexual objects. For MacKinnon and other radical feminists, sexual objectification applies at the cultural or social level and goes beyond any one individual’s behavior. She explains,
Pornography makes the world a pornographic place through its making and use, establishing what women are said to exist as, are seen as, are treated as, constructing the social reality of what a woman is and can be in terms of what can be done to her, and what a man is in terms of doing it. (MacKinnon 1993, 25).  						
An alternative account of objectification is proposed by Martha Nussbaum, who disagrees with the more socially-oriented explanatory framework of feminists like MacKinnon.  Nussbaum focuses instead on “personal objectification,” that is, on individuals’ treatment of other individuals. She lists and systematically examines the moral status of the following seven different types of objectification:
1.	Person P uses person Q as an instrument (means);
2.	P denies Q’s autonomy;
3.	P treats Q as inert;
4.	P treats Q as interchangeable or fungible;
5.	P violates Q’s boundaries; 
6.	P treats Q as something that can be owned;
7.	P denies Q’s subjectivity.

In examining these seven behaviors, Nussbaum considers examples drawn primarily from literature, including well-respected writers along with mass-market pornographers. She does not think they are all necessarily bad. In fact, she concludes that some forms of objectification may be benign, wonderful, and even necessary. Writing on D.H. Lawrence, for example, she interprets him as claiming in Lady Chatterly’s Lover that, “objectification is...connected with a certain type of reduction of persons to their bodily parts, and the attribution of a certain sort of independent agency to the bodily parts” (274). Lawrence is pointing out the truth that, "a certain sort of objectifying attention to bodily parts is an important element in correcting the deformation [of sexual desire by puritanism] and promoting genuine erotic equality" (290). Similarly, in analyzing Alan Hollinghurst’s novel The Swimming-Pool Library, Nussbaum suggests that it envisages a realm of free-flowing homoerotic sexual desire open to multiple and interchangeable objects. If such sexual fungibility could be achieved, it might be benign in that it reflects a democratic and egalitarian treatment of persons.  
Using Nussbaum’s analysis will enable me to show how raunchy women’s art is problematic because it objectifies women. Further explanation of why this is harmful can be derived from A.W.Eaton’s article “A Sensible Anti-Pornography Feminism.” Eaton offers a subtle and nuanced account of problems with pornography. She marshalls an array of components to construct her sensible anti-pornography feminist view. First, the pornography in question is inegalitarian pornography—“sexually explicit representations that as a whole eroticize relations (acts, scenarios, or postures) characterized by gender inequity” (676). Eaton also clarifies relevant notions of harm that can be caused by pornography. Some such harms occur in production, while some occur post-production. Her article focuses on harm caused by exposure to such imagery, as will my own consideration here of raunchy feminist art. A crucial step in the argument about harms done by this sort of imagery concerns the fact that it eroticizes gender inequality, and that doing so is “a particularly effective mechanism for promoting and maintaining it” (679). Eaton writes that such imagery goes beyond merely depicting women’s degradation and subordination but it endorses it (681), thus encouraging viewers to do the same. 
Eaton also distinguishes types of harm caused by offensive pornography of the sort she has described. The so-called “Stage 1 effects” of harm caused to consumers by exposure to pornography, differ from “Stage 2 effects”, those that consumers thereafter cause to third parties (685). The harmful Stage 1 effects vary according to exposure or “dosage” and they can also in type, including both the physiological and the attitudinal (687). Stage 2 harms might be physical, psychological, or both, and can interfere to varying degrees with women’s interests. These harms can be individual or group harms.  In sum, a sensible anti-pornography view is one that objects to inegalitarian pornography because it promotes the continuing degradation and subordination of women. And as Eaton notes, “Pornography is especially effective at getting its audience to internalize its inegalitarian views” (680). I mean to advance this same claim about purportedly “raunchy” women’s art. Let us now turn to some examples.

Early Feminist Art
Some of the earliest feminist art which has been very influential was controversial in its own time and remains so now. Here I will discuss several examples, including works by Carolee Schneeman and Cindy Sherman.
	Schneeman created work in performance art and film in which she used her own naked body as a canvas. Her performance pieces involved actions like coating herself with grease, chalk, or molasses. Eye Body (1963) included an image of snakes crawling on her naked torso. In Fuses (1964-7) she filmed herself and her boyfriend James Tenney hanving sex. In Interior Scroll, (1975) she extracted a very long paper scroll from her vagina and read from it while standing nude on a stage after covering herself with mud. These works were, of course, part of a larger movement of that time including Happenings and conceptual art. Schneeman was concerned with the artworld’s misogyny and sought to break taboos, celebrate sexuality, and highlight female power. She stated, “In some sense I made a gift of my body to other women; giving our bodies back to ourselves” (quoted in Semmel and Kingsley).
Certainly Schneeman’s work must be understood in terms of the local circumstances. Nevertheless, in considering the feminist ramifications of her work, certain factors become salient. Consider how Nussbaum’s analysis would apply to these works. On the plus side, the artist, Schneeman, is not reduced to an object, nor is she fragmented, shown as inert, or non-autonomous. Presumably her body is unique and not interchangeable. Perhaps, then, these works can pass the test of being non-objectifying in these ways. 
On the minus side, however, there are problems about whether the works serve to promote or undermine inegalitarian sexual relations. In their attempt to assert the power and pleasure of a female agent, they present a woman as a subject primarily in sexual contexts. She is a person who enjoys sex and feels confident posing nude. (She even rode naked and bareback on a horse in Iceland, a la Lady Godiva.) Despite Schneeman’s intention of undermining structuralist or psychoanalytic views of the woman as subject, she renders herself an attractive visual and sexual object. One wonders if she would have been so willing to show herself having sex or enacting performances in the nude if she had had a body that was considered less desirable according to social standards of the time (young, not fat, with long legs, large and attractive breasts, etc.). It is difficult to distinguish this kind of work from “regular” pornography, according to which it has been increasingly important since the 1970s to depict women as sexual subjects who take pleasure in their experiences. It is always possible for an attractive woman who appears naked on a stage to be considered just another nude sex performer, akin to strippers, peep-show workers, and porn actresses. (I would make a similar critical remark about self-portraits by British artist Sam Taylor-Wood.​[1]​) 
The second early feminist artist whose work I will discuss is Cindy Sherman. Sherman has almost uniformly done photographs of herself, but they not as self-portraits, rather, as staged depictions in which she assumes an array of masks or guises. I will focus here only her earliest works, the Untitled Film Stills, 1977-80 in black and white.​[2]​ In these she appears in a variety of settings that recall a B-movie actress or film noir starlet. (Later, in Centerfolds (1981), she shot herself from above lying down in various poses and arrangements, but employing the long horizontal format of the typical sex magazine centerfold.) 
Sherman’s images appear to occupy the opposite camp to the essentialism of Chicago and Schneeman, and were interpreted by feminist theorists as deconstructing familiar modes of femininity. Taken as a whole, they may ask questions about our presumptions about women, especially women in the movies or on TV. As with Schneeman, however, I fear that the works come too close to being mere repetitions of the imagery they are purportedly critiquing. Individual images appear rather cheesecake-like, as when Sherman poses on a windowsill in shorts and high heels. Like Schneeman, Sherman is a young woman with a “normal” body—in the typical range of what can be shown in pornography or erotica. As an artist she assumes autonomy and creativity, but her women subjects lack these features and are instead frightened victims, bored housewives, young secretaries, or attractive potential sex partners. As a whole, the images do nothing to create a critique of gender inequality. Repetition by itself does not add up to parody or satire, let alone to intelligent and politically constructive critique.
To sum up: I have expressed serious worries about the value of work done by some respected feminist artistsfrom the 1970s and 1980s. The works I have reservations about depict women as fragmented sexual parts, reinforce their role as sex objects and partners, and perpetuate stereotypes about women’s role in society. I have not accused these artists of being “raunchy,” but in fact, I do consider Chicago’s vaginal imagery and some of Schneeman’s sexually lurid works raunchy. This is not to deny their importance in historical context, but it prepares the way for my manifesto asking that such work not be continued.

Recent “Raunchy” Women’s Art
Lisa Yuskavage paints large canvases depicting naked women with a distinctly pornographic aura, in cotton candy pinks and yellows or bright primary colors. She has confided to critic Eleanor Heartney her liking for kitsch imagery (Heartney), a taste evident in her visual choices. Despite the fact that no one disputes the vulgar nature of Yuskavage’s subjects, many critics have heaped praises upon her in what strikes me as a clear case of mystification, where “the Emperor has no clothes”.  
Consider some of the self-contradictory criticism Yuskavage’s work evokes. Peter Schjeldahl writes about Yuskavage’s women that, “They seem nice sorts who have sexuality as others have the Ebola virus.” The implication is that these women’s sexuality is like a fatal illness that has befallen them, something regrettable that can be lethal both to themselves and to others. Schjeldahl tries to complicate things by remarking, “They would be pathetic if we could pity them or contemptible if we could scorn them. As it is, the paintings rule out such comfortable responses. To behold Yuskavage's creatures is to dive into an existential soup with them” (p ). What is this “existential soup”? It has to do with, “the wild wisdom that we must, finally and again, deal seriously with the bottomless givens of our nature.” If this is true, it is horrifying: but I doubt that the  “bottomless givens of our nature” truly include an attraction to women with anatomically impossible sexual parts. In fact, Yuskavage’s paintings reduce Schjeldahl, an unusually articulate critic, to nonsensical babble as he writes, “The intelligent way to look at this art is dumbly.” No thank you; I have no desire to be dumbed down by stupid art.
A similar process of mystification is at work in praise of Yuskvage’s work by critics Roberta Smith and Eleanor Heartney. Again I find it implausible to argue for the claim Smith advances that the artist means to be carrying out a “gleeful subervsion”. Smith attributes far more ambiguity to these paintings than they merit when she writes:

For nearly a decade, Ms. Yuskavage's paintings of Kewpie doll adolescents and alternately deformed or stupendously endowed women have roiled the waters of orthodox feminism. During this period, she has managed to manifest the female body — arguably the most pervasive motif in Western visual culture — in ways that feel fresh and are funny, grotesque, pathetic and beautiful, sometimes all at once. (Smith page).

“Roiling waters of orthodox feminism” is a strong phrase, one for which I see little factual basis. Few feminists engaged in social activism would even know about Yuskavage’s paintings (and who knows what “orthodox feminism” means?). It is unlikely that many feminists, orthodox or otherwise, would support work showing women who are “grotesque or pathetic.”  
Smith asks whether Yuskavage’s figures “exaggerate or ridicule and deflect the male gaze” and whether they perpetuate stereotypes. Answers to these questions seem obvious to me, since these paintings simply are variants on the images standard in certain kinds of pornography. If these pictures had been painted by a male artist, no one would imagine suggesting they have any feminist potential. Critics must search hard to find satire or irony here, let alone a rejection of the prurient male gaze.
Heartney has also tried to valorize Yuskavage’s work, but her defense is thin (Heartney). Her premise is that many controversial 20th and 21st century artists who employ provocative body imagery have been Catholics and that, as such, they share something she calls the “incarnational imagination” ().  In particular, women artists from this faith tradition must confront and deal with their religion’s “ambiguous messages … of female role models” (6). Heartney admits that Yuskavage’s nudes have an “exaggerated sexuality”, but then comments, “But running counter to these cultural symbols of eroticism is a sense of the inner life that is essentially inaccessible to the viewer.” Again, however, I defy any viewer to look at one of Yuskavage’s enormously-bosomed rosy-skinned blonde bimboes for hints of inaccessible inner life. Yuskavage’s work perpetuates and promotes inegalitarian gender expectations. It fulfills many of criteria for censure according to Nussbaum’s critieria for objectification: showing women who lack subjectivity, can be reduced to tools aimed at one use—
sexual, with interchangeable (abnormal) body parts, etc.
British painter Jenny Saville is another example of an artist whose work has been much praised by critics. Again, we should approach with caution, keeping in mind that this is an artist sometimes compared to painters Lucien Freud and Willem de Kooning—neither a proponent of depicting nude women in their art in non-sexist ways. Saville has two primary streams of work that I would describe as raunchy. 
The first of these involves a series of large Polaroid photographs done in collaboration with Glen Luchford (shot in 1995-6, and exhibited in 2002), for which she posed with various body parts pressed flat against glass plates. Saville’s body is shot from below, creating images with significant sorts of distortion. The catalog essay claims that, “This collaboration between painter Jenny Saville and fashion photographer/filmmaker Glen Luchford confronts and challenges conceived notions of feminine beauty” (Dunn). Supposedly Saville sought to express the “violence and aestheticized pain” of plastic surgeries she had observed. 
These images are not just distorting but also fragmenting. For example, one shows a torso, focusing on the area between shoulders and lower abdomen. Saville lies so that her left breast is severely flattened. Her left arm reaches across and squeezes her right breast. Her right arm grabs a huge fistful of flesh from the soft area of the stomach below the heart. The pose not only looks uncomfortable but has intimations of violence. This is also true of some of the images showcasing her face, as with #8, where she has her left eye pressed close as if she has been beaten. The eye looks swollen shut. Her mouth is contorted and the teeth at the left side of her mouth are bared in a grimace.
These images are far from pretty, but it might be a matter of taste whether one finds them intriguing or simply repulsive. Are they objectifying? I say yes. In the actual production of the images the woman artist was, of course, a subject who willingly posed. The images themselves, though, do not treat this person as a subject; she is not active in them but inert, like a victim of harsh force and violence, as if she is being tortured. Although this is one particular body, its uniqueness and irreplaceability cannot be defended on the basis of these works. The autonomy of the artist does not translate well into the images so as to convey an autonomouos agent because of the repeated subjection of this female flesh to forces that make it appear to suffer. Insofar as the images are generally not erotic, they perhaps cannot be said to be instances of inegalitarian pornography. But neither are they instances of imagery that promotes gender equality (where are the male parts being punishingly pressed and flattened, we might ask?).
	Saville’s second stream of work involves her large paintings of nudes, typically women but sometimes also transvestites and transsexuals. Much has been made of the fact that Saville uses herself (or at least her head) as a model for the large nude paintings. She explains,
I like the idea of using yourself because it takes you into the work. I don't like the idea of just being the person looking. I want to be the person. Because women have been so involved in being the subject-object, it's quite important to take that on board and not be just the person looking and examining. You're the artist but you're also the model. I want it to be a consistent exchange all the time. (Saville, quoted in Sylvester).   
On the basis of remarks like this one, Saville is sometimes said to be questioning the traditional gendered relationship between artists and models. Thus for example, Alison Rowley writes of Saville’s painting Plan,
… [S]he renegotiates the social and economic relation between painter and model. The studio then, is no longer the space of a one-way transaction; this is self-examination. From the third space, the space of representation, the painting Plan, we can consequently read a rearticulation of western modernism's discourse of the "body of the painter". The represented body is no longer "the supine female object body" but the active female creative body examined in the practice of the "woman's body" (Rowley). 
Since numerous women artists at least since Sophonisba Anguissola and Artemisia Gentileschi have depicted the active female creative body, Rowley’s remark sounds rather amazingly ignorant. It is not necessarily a great achievement in the late 20th or early 21st century for a woman artist to depict herself; the real issue is, how? And here is where the big questions arise.
Saville has been championed for being interested in the flesh for its own sake and even reveling in it (hence the comparisons with Lucien Freud). She allegedly targets and repudiates traditional, straitjacketing notions of feminine beauty and norms with her overly large, let-it-all-hang-out women. In praising the artist for her unconventional choices, critic William Packer writes, 
Her canvases are very large, conventionally so, but that she should then impose upon them out-size image of the figure that are often too big for them, is rather less expected. That these images should then be positively outrageous --fat, bloated, distorted female nudes, scratched and scrawled with slogans and graffiti, gleefully flouting all canons of taste and decency—only compounds the visual shock (Packer ). 
But is there a positive feminist political point in imagery showing bloated, fat, and distorted female nudes? What exactly is to be achieved by flouting canons of taste and decency? We already know that women are often unhappy with our bodies and subject ourselves to punishing beauty rituals. Thus Saville’s art either conjures up horrors or repeats a trivial, obvious point; in neither case does it do something to change things. It seems unlikely that this work would undermine beauty canons, since it indeed actually depends in order to achieve effects of shock or dismay. Besides, we have already seen lots of fat, grotesque, indecent female nudes in art—in the Woman series by de Kooning, for example. As I said earlier, no one would ever dream of arguing that his women are somehow politically progressive because they are so unconventional and unattractive. 
	Consider how Nussbaum’s analysis of objectifying behaviors would apply to Saville’s nudes. Do they manifest subjectivity, autonomy, and agency? Do they speak of their subjects’ uniqueness, ensuring that they are worthwhile beings in and of themselves who are not owned or used? Again, it is important to diffentiate the production stage of these images from the results in post-production—the artworks. If the images show grotesquely large women with huge stomachs and pendulous breasts in exaggerated perspective from a low viewpoint, then it does not matter if the artist posed for them herself. They do not render any interesting subjectivity of the women, who exist solely to be objects of their unholy flesh. Their non-conventional looks protect them from being sex objects, but in all other ways they are mere things. The same criticism applies to them that has previously been made of Lucien Freud’s painting Sleeping by the Lion Carpet by critic Richard Dorment, who comments, 
The model was chosen simply because her body provided Freud with an opportunity to paint rivers, mountains and gullies of flesh. She is a living, breathing, one-woman landscape. So repulsive is her body that Freud's relish in painting it feels chilling and even cruel. Utterly detached from his subject as a person, he shows a wholly carnal creature reduced to the properties of mass and weight. If in reality the model possesses personal dignity, enjoys a rich spiritual life or perhaps has a pleasant personality, Freud doesn't show it.  

Alternatives to Raunchy Women’s Art
Earlier I mentioned that I do not support a deconstructive position in feminist art any more than an essentialist one. Now I can explain this remark before proceeding to describe examples of artists whose works I find more congenial, less given to objectification. Heartney characterized the deconstructive position as holding that naked females in art are invariably subject to the “male gaze,” a term with psychoanalytic origins made popular in these contexts by Laura Mulvey (Mulvey). This is an incomplete characterization. The deconstructor also aims to dismantle hierarchies and binary oppositions, for example, by overturning dichotomies between viewer/viewed, male/female, subject/object, etc. My own position involves actual ontological commitments. A committed feminism must be based on empirically informed account of the nature of mind and body, gender and class distinctions, etc. In order to promote women’s equality, the actual needs of real women and girls should be taken into account, and activists must employ political practices aimed to realize improvements. Such concrete commitments are not compatible with a purely deconstructive outlook. To explain more why my position does not require a ban on images of naked women in art, I will briefly survey some examples of works that I find more progressive and challenging than the “raunchy” ones examined thus far.
First I want to discuss the Finnish film and installation artist Eija-Liisa Ahtila. Among her works are a series of images Dog Bites (1992-7) in which a nude woman is shown in poses very evocative of a dog. A reviewer comments,
The suite is supremely comical, not just for the ingenuity of the pantomime but for the residual indicators of human self-consciousness (makeup and stylish coppery haircolor, to be precise) that are more likely to be associated with a little black dress than a kennel. (Vetrocq)
Despite the fact that the woman (Ahtila herself) is trim and attractive, it is difficult to imagine an erotic response to these images, as might have been evoked by Schneeman’s nudity, simply because they are so silly. In one picture, for instance, Ahtila sticks out her tongue in the happy face of a most appealing puppy; in another, she poses on all fours and lifts one leg as if about to spray the nearest fire hydrant.
	In her complex film work If 6 was 9 Ahtila uses a triptych format to record moments in the conversations among five young teenaged girls  who talk frankly about their childhood memories, explorations of sexuality, and dreams of growing up. The style looks documentary but is strange; sometimes the three screens unite, or a voice emerges from the wrong mouth—as when one of the girls asserts that she is really 38 years old. She goes on to speak about sitting naked with her legs open like an innocent, oblivious small girl, creating an ambiguity that makes us question who is really speaking. On occasion an individual screen splits and shows smaller images of anatomical parts (both male and female). The viewer’s orientation to and interest in all of these images arises from a sense of mystery that is also linked to our efforts to create of them a coherent narrative. The sexuality on display here is elusive and un-fixed; it too shifts along with the images on the three screens.
	My second illustration is American sculptor Kiki Smith, who has made sculptures of both nude men and women in a wide variety of mediums. She has created many installations depicting body parts or fluids such as urine, semen, blood, cells, etc. Some of her works are difficult to look at, like Tale (1992), which shows a naked woman crawling across the floor leaving behind her a trail of feces. Smith is matter-of-fact about these body secretions, presenting them as what they are rather than as repulsive or weird. In this same way she renders drawings of vaginas prompting reviewer Ana Finel Honigman to comment, “even in the sentimental context of an embroidery sampler, Smith draws women's genitals as working organs, the hairy, practical products of nature” (Honigman).
Smith’s naturalistic images often involve religious allusions, as with her sculptures of Lilith, Mary Magdalene, and the Virgin Mary. She has also done sculptures of goddess figures from many other traditions. Smith draws on fairy tale and myth to examine our role in nature and in relationships with animals, as with her fascinating series of works including sculptures and drawings based on the life of St Genevieve of Paris. These reflect the woman saint’s symbiotic relationship with wolves. In exhibitions of the works Smith even included recordings of the sound of wolves howling. Smith depicts Genevieve emerging from the wolf by being born from its vagina or belly; at times she lies beside the wolf, embracing it.
The South African/Dutch artist Marlene Dumas is my third example. Her paintings, based on photographs, often address difficult topics about racial stereotypes, crimes, and sexuality. Some of her images might seem to be precisely the sort that I would object to. For example, Leather Boots (2000) features a naked woman who is putting herself on display. She crouches down so that her crotch is just visible between her bent knees. One breast shows in profile with erect nipple; her face turned slightly away so that the line of her cheek is highlighted. The woman’s black boots match the mass of black curls cascading down her back. This image clearly references the window displays of prostitutes in Amsterdam’s red light district (as do the paintings Adult Entertainment (2000), Stripper (1999), and others). 
Black Boots is actually one case where I would apply the remarks that Heartney made, cited above, about Yuskavage: the woman in this painting has an eroticism that remains inaccessible as she turns her face away from us. The image is about solicitation and prostitution in a way that Yuskavage’s do not manage to be. The woman’s private sense of herself is conveyed by the composition. She is framed in a way that separates her from the viewer into a private space of her own, surrounded by the glowing pinks and yellows of her background.
Many of the women in Dumas’ images are shown in extreme closeup in images that are ambiguous between sleep and death, as with The Kiss (2003), Lucy (2005), and Dead Marilyn (2008). Such images have intimations of violence that lead us to wonder what has happened to these women. Dumas has also often painted images of males in sexual postures and provocative poses, as with X-Plicit (1999) which shows a standing man with penis erect like a little flag. The surface treatment in Dumas’s paintings, including smudging, blurriness, and colors often referred to as “bruise-like”, also conveys a warning to viewers about the nature of the material. It distances us from the content of the images and reminds us that what we are looking at is something already processed, something mediated and almost dream- (or nightmare-) like.     

Conclusion
My essay is meant as a manifesto against raunchy women’s art: work depicting naked women that is vulgar, tasteless, and trite. The first part of my paper described various women artists whose works are problematic because they exhibit various kinds of objectification and promote an  inegalitarian eroticism by perpetuating current norms and expectations about female beauty and sexual behavior. The works I object to tend to focus on fragmented female bodies or body parts, depicting them as erotic in a stereotyped way or as fleshy, loathsome and horrific.  Even if some of the artists I criticized have created works that show the subjectivity of women, it is limited to sexual contexts. There is also a problematic tendency to highlight the alleged creative power of the artist through an association of with her own sexual attractiveness, which has often played an unexamined role in the appeal of such works.
In the final portion of my paper I described three artists who manage to avoid the problem of raunchy art while still depicting nude women in images with erotic content. They succeed in a variety of ways. They may evoke pity and sympathy in depictions of women who are victims of violence. They may employ distancing techniques that lead viewers to question their visual interest in what is being depicted. Women artists can create feminist works that show how women are sexual and powerful by employing complex allusions to mythology, religion, history, and contemporary social and political issues. The most important point is that such anti-raunchy works are intelligent and original. They are not trite and do not require or expect that the viewer who looks at them to be dumb—far from it.
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^1	  I am thinking, for example, of Taylor-Wood’s recent series “Bram Stoker’s Chair” which is said to reflect her interest in “depicting psychological states”. The subject is posed in mid-air in various seemingly impossible situations using wires that have been digitally removed from the final image. She wears a skimpy outfit showing off a slender and toned body (which despite two differet cancer surgeries, still looks marvelous).
^2	  More recently Sherman has created different series of works including some in which she poses in macabre versions of famous images of women in historical paintings (and sometimes of men), and in other works, sometimes not showing herself at all, exploring imagery of horror and violence. My criticisms would not apply to these works.
